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ABSTRACT

We have developed a novel inference method based on Granger Causality under VAR
model for the investor stock trading network. The obtained network is directed. We investigate the bow-tie structure of 100 Finnish stock trading networks for financial insurance
and household groups at the lowest resolution, and for all groups at aggregation level. The
categorized networks feature a clear and symmetrical bow-tie structure where most of the
household investor categories have a persistent role and locate in the strongly connected
components. At the lowest resolution, however, the networks feature tiny bow-tie structure and most investors have inconsistent roles. Furthermore, we find a large number of
active investor and investor categories who have significant large total transaction and trade
independently.

I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Investor network inference and validation methodologies

The complex network theory during the last two decades has gained novel results and
profound insights into many complex systems in engineering, social and biological fields [1].
Complex network theory offers the potential for better analysis and monitoring of financial
systems, and recently they have been applied to capture the systemic risk [2, 3] and to
detect early warning signals in both the banking industry [4] and World Trade [5]. Also,
preliminary analyses on investor networks in stock markets has been conducted recently
[6–12]. For example, Ozsoylev et al. [7] introduced the network inference method for the
empirical information network: investors are linked if they trade the same security in the
same direction for sufficient large times at a similar time point. The authors argued that
if the inferred network is stable over time, it may be interpreted as a real proxy for the
knowledge network and the information diffusion among the investor population influences
investor’s trading behavior and returns. The multivariate regressions results have shown the
correlation between the investor performance and their centrality: the more central investors
trade earlier and earn higher returns. Tumminello et al. [13] proposed the robust method for
validating links in the investor network. For a given security, the investor trading network
is projected from the bipartite system which consists of two set of nodes: investors and
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trading days. The advantage of this method is that the co-occurrences of trading actions
are statistically validated. The authors use this method to infer the network, identify all
clusters persistent over time, investigate their over-expressed attributes [6] and their longterm ecology [11]. Two methods [7, 13] allow building an undirected network for a single
security, thus not able to capture the similarity of the investors portfolio re-balancing and
the flow of information. Gualdi et al. [12] introduced an alternative statistical validation
method of the investor network estimation which allows capturing the significance of the
investors’ portfolio overlaps. However, the method obviously fails to capture a link among
investors who might share information and trade several securities in common but hold
significantly different portfolio at the given point in time. Baltakys et al. [9] introduced
a robust multilayer aggregation technique to integrate information about investor trading
networks over securities or time periods. In addition, their method overcomes the low-sample
size problem by using transaction bootstrapping and investor categorization. Ranganathan
et al. [8] study the dynamics of investor correlation networks during the dot-com bubble to
detect domino effects that can propagate through investors and propel the stock markets
into a crisis.

All of the above-mentioned methods allow us to infer correlation networks but not causality ones. The inferred correlation networks are undirected. Their links capture the similarity
in trading action at similar time points but not the flow of the information. In this work,
we introduce a novel inference method based on linear Granger Causality under VAR model
which is able to capture the trading similarity and the information flow with a time lag in the
investor network. Causality is the relationship between a variable, whose past performance
influences the future output of another variable [14]. Here, the causality is the quantification
of the impact that an investor’s past scale volume trading for a specific day has on another
investor’s scale volume trading of the day after. The inferred networks are thus directed
and able to capture the flow of information, spreading panic or good news. This can yield
important implications for regulators since the network structure will tell where the panic
begins and ends, how it cascades through the market.
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B.

Bow-tie structure and directed network

Bow-tie network structure has been long known and used in world wide web [15] and
biological network [16, 17] analysis. Although the bow-tie structure is relatively clear how
global structure looks like, it is quite uninformative how it emerges and what the details
of its components might have. Scheicher et al. [18] introduced the condition for bow-tie
structure to emerge endogenously and made the first use of this notion in the context of the
OTC derivatives network to capture how credit risk flows along the counterparties.
The world wide web [15] and the Wikipedia (English) network [19] feature a symmetrical
bow-tie structure with the giant core due to the fact that the knowledge tends to link to
other kinds of knowledge. The networks of signaling and metabolic systems have giant
IN and OUT components and tiny strong connected components. That is because cells
use a lot of nutrients and convert them into 12 metabolic precursors which are then used
to make all of the cells biomass [16, 17]. Other examples are the trading networks from
eBay marketplace [20] and many other online communities [21] which have been modeled
and analyzed as complex networks and bow-tie structures. The eBay network features an
unsymmetrical bow-tie structure where the total purchase and feedback score are on the
giant OUT component of casual buyers. The authors also analyze and classify a type of
interactions among eBay users by investigating the distribution of motifs. The Java forum
network [21] has a giant OUT component similar to eBay trading network due to that fact
that the experts are more likely to answer the questions of those slightly less expert than
themselves. The authors present the expertise ranking algorithm which effectively identifies
nodes or experts who have expertise in the area desired by the askers. Their findings help
to develop more advanced online community based expertise finders.
Vitali et al. [22], Glattfelder and Battiston [23] model the bow-tie structure of the network
of global corporate control. They introduce control score and a general framework for
directed network analysis. It’s interesting that a very large portion of control flows to a
small set of holders located in the strongly connected component.
In the context of the investor stock trading network, bow-tie decomposition can be useful
as it provides an informative overview of the flow of information and the role investors in
the system. For example, if a panic sell occurs at one of the OUT investors, it would only
affect other OUT investors, whereas that in the IN could affect the whole system.
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Therefore in this work, we will investigate how their bow-tie structure looks like and
what the details of their components have and how resilient their structure is. This can
yield important implications to regulators and justify them to get a better access to investor
level transaction data.

C.

Multilayer network

The traditional and standard approach to complex system modeling is the single layer
network which contains all the links of the same type between a certain set of nodes. However, in many cases, the system might be connected through a variety of relationships and
such procedure might discard important information on their structures and functions. For
example, Musmeci et al. [24] model stock market as a four-layer network as follows. The list
of stocks or nodes is kept the same for all four layers. The links in different layers capture
a different type of correlations: Pearson, Kendall, Tail, or Partial. Their model can capture a build-up of nonlinearity and tail correlation in the years preceding the financial crisis
and provide a good forecasting instrument for bear/bull markets. Battiston et al. [25, 26]
introduce basic metrics to characterize the structural properties of multiplex networks. On
the site of application, the authors investigate the Top Noordin Terrorist Network of 78 Indonesian terrorists. Their model can capture the social reinforcement and reveals important
details about the overall dynamics and the strength of link in the system.
In our context, the investor stock trading network can be viewed as a 100-layer network
where a set of investors is the same for all layers and each layer capture the similarity of
trading behavior for a single stock. The aggregation analysis allows us to capture their
trading pattern at the market level.

II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A.

Data

The data used in this study is the central register of shareholdings for Finnish stocks from
Finnish central depository, provided by Euroclear Finland. Our sample data consists of the
marketplace transactions of 100 Finnish stocks consisting of investor’s transactions from 1
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January 1995 to December 2009. A more detailed description of the data set is provided in
Refs [6, 8–11].
We investigate individual investors from financial insurance and household groups for 100
Finnish stocks using the lowest resolution. In order to have persistent VAR models, for every
stock,we consider only those investors who have traded on at least 20 days for institutional
investors and 50 days for household investors during the investigated time period. However
for Nokia, we apply 100 for this threshold and consider only the 1000 most active investors
otherwise we will have too many investors. In addition, Tumminello et al. [6] applied 20
for this threshold to avoid statistical uncertainty associated with events occurring rarely.
The total investors fulfill this requirement for household groups is 3726 investors and for
institutional investors is 297.
We conduct our research not only for individual investors but for investor categories, too.
For this purpose, by following [9], investors are categorized into 110 groups based on their
economic and social attributes. The detail description of investor categories can be found
in [9].

B.

Methods

All investors in the analyzed data set are assigned to 110 categories based on their economic and social attributes. In the case of individual investors, we consider the most active
financial institutions or households. Our model is compatible for individual investors or
investor categories.

VAR model estimation

Let Y be the matrix of scaled net-volumes, where yi,j represents category (or individual
investor) i’s scaled net-volumes on day j. Moreover, yj = (y1,j , y2,j , . . . , yN,j )T denotes the
scaled net-volumes of all N categories (or individual investors) on day j. Scaled net-volumes
of investor i on day j are calculated as
yi,j =

Bi,j − Si,j
,
Bi,j + Si,j

where Bi,j and Si,j are buy volume and absolute value of sell volume of investor i on day j
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respectively. We have the following VAR model for scaled net-volumes:
yj = Ayj−1 + ut
where the A is an N xN parameter matrix and the error process ut = is a N-dimensional
zero mean white noise process, where N = 346 when analyzing financial institutions and
N = 10947 for household investors. Moreover, N = 110 for aggregation level analysis.
Though the number of active investors varies across all networks, we keep the set of investors
the same for all securities.
Since the VAR model uses OLS estimation, the number of parameters in one equation
cannot be greater than the number of data points (trading dates) used in the estimation.
Instead of performing VAR for the whole system, we perform pairwise VAR to infer the links.

Network inference and validation

Let A be the coefficient matrix and P be the corresponding p-value matrix after fitting
the data to the pairwise VAR model. The weighted adjacency matrix W of investor network
is constructed as follow:

Wij =



Aij

if Aij > 0 and Pij < α


0

if otherwise.

We apply the significance level α = 0.05 and False Discovery Rate [27] as a correction for
multiple hypothesis testing. Since all input time series of scale volume over the investigated
period are stationary under the augmented Dickey-Fuller test and the models are stable over
time, we can interpret coefficients as the short term or long term impact of investor j on
investor i. In addition, we introduce node weight as it’s total transaction size.
Bow-tie structure decomposition
The bow-tie network structure decomposition with respect to the connected component
SCC includes seven disjoint subsets: SCC, IN, OUT, TUBES, INTENDRILS, OUTTENDRILS, OTHERS whose formal definitions and decomposition algorithm can be
found [28]. In our context of the investor stock trading network: we choose SCC as the
strongly connected component of max size. In addition, we break the block OTHERS into
three disjoint subsets OTHERS, ISLAND, INDEPENDENCE. OTHERS consists of
7

FIG. 1. Bow-tie structure (The Original bow-tie Drawing from [28]).

investors who cannot be reached from SCC, IN, or OUT, and cannot reach any of those
components but still can reach or can be reached to the bow-tie blocks through INTENDRILS or OUTTENDRILS respectively. The second one, ISLAND, consists of nodes
which might have links among them but not have any links with the previous bow-tie components. The last one, INDEPENDENCE, consists of nodes without links. Therefore
our network decomposition includes 9 disjoint subsets: SCC, IN, OUT, TUBES, INTENDRILS, OUTTENDRILS, OTHERS, ISLAND, INDEPENDENCE. SCC is
a central core where information from one investor can reach another along directed links.
IN consists of investors that can transfer the information to SCC but cannot get information from it. They might be lead investors who change trading directions first and are
followed by other investors located in the SCC and OUT. Those aggressive followers might
have volatile trading strategies. The SCC consists of investors who are central investors,
both send and receive information approximately. OUT consists of investors who only receive information OUT consists of investors who receive information from the SCC, but
do not send back to it. INTENDRILS contain investors who receive information from IN
but not from SCC and OUT. OUTTENDRILS are those who send information to OUT
but not to SCC and IN. TUBES contain investors that both send information to OUT
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and receive information from IN. OTHERS consists of investors who send information to
INTENDRILS or receive information from OUTTENDRILS. ISLAND are groups of
individual investors or investor categories who only transfer information among themselves.
INDEPENDENCE are those investors who neither send nor receive any information from
the others.
To further understand the structure of the strongly connected component by following
[29], we examine its connectivity with the IN, and OUT components. Specifically, we
compare the number of exit points and entry points of the core with the size of IN and
OUT. In addition, we test the resilience of the core to targeted attacks by counting the top
high degree nodes whose removal makes it disconnected.

III.

RESULTS

In our context, a network features bow-tie structure if the total size of SCC, IN, OUT,
TUBES, INTENDRILS, OUTTENDRILS are at least 30 percent of the graph size and
the SCC is not empty. At the aggregation level, there are 78 out 100 networks feature a clear
and symmetrical bow-tie structure where most of the household investor categories have a
persistent role and locate in the strongly connected components. In addition, those bow-tie
networks have the robust strongly connected components which are resilient to targeted
attack.
At the lowest resolution, however, 28 household and 12 financial insurance networks out
of 100 networks which feature bow-tie structure. The rest of them contain large disconnected
components.
Table I shows the comparison of the bow-tie structures of investor network with other
networks. We find that investor networks, especially households, and financial institutions,
clearly have more disconnected nodes that other networks in the existing literature. This
means that they are not well-informed in the investor networks and might have their own
investment strategies, not use the external recommendation.
Table II shows the bow-tie structure of the aggregated network obtained by performing
security-wise aggregation over 100 securities using [9]. We find that the most central investor
groups are household and they all locate in the SCC. This means that households are the
most connected investor categories, both receive and send information, thus have a central
9

FIG. 2. Bow-tie decomposition of investor network

role in nancial markets. Our results are also consistent with the existing literature [9, 30–33].
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5.83 3.03 65.83

23.59 0.64

1.09

Categorized

56.82 10.15 11.19

5.05 0.31

16.50

Household

54.42 13.64 10.40

5.46 0.84

15.23

Financial Insurance 18.63 12.03 9.95

10.49 1.49

47.41

Java forum
eBay

TABLE I. Comparison of the bow-tie Structures of Different Networks. Investor network includes
categorized, household and financial insurance. The statistics applies for 78 categorized, 28 household and 12 financial insurance networks which feature clear bow-tie structure(the total size of
IN, OUT, SCC, TENDRLILS, TUBES are at least 30 percent of the graph size. The average
size(in percent) of each component are reported. Tendrils includes intendrils and outtendrils while
disconnected component includes island and independence and others.

For instance, Kaniel et al. [32] shown that households are contrarian traders, that is they
sell when stock prices have increased and buy when prices have decreased. Baltakys et al.
[9] found that Helsinki households are the most central investors.
Figure 3 is the aggregate degree distribution on the logarithmic scale for 100 securities.
Majority of investors have low degrees. Therefore, the majority of investors have rather
limited number links to other investors, meaning that they are not well-informed in the
investor networks. Furthermore, in degree and out degree distribution are approximate.
This indicates that they might share information for mutual benefits.
Figure 4 is the bow-tie decomposition of 100 stocks for the household group and the
size transaction for each component. Stocks are ranked by the size of SCC. The INDEPENDENCE and their transaction are significantly larger than other components. This
indicates that the extremely large portion of market transaction concentrates on the majority of investors who are not well-informed in the networks. The size of ISLAND, SCC,
and their transaction are also significant. They are a group of well-informed and central
investors who transfer information regularly.
Figure 5 is the bow-tie decomposition of 100 stocks for financial insurance group and
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Bow-tie In degree centrality Out degree centrality
Investor category
(Households, Central-Finland, Middle-Age)

SCC

0.367

0.404

(Households, Ostrobothnia, Mature)

SCC

0.358

0.422

(Households, Northern-Savonia, Mature)

SCC

0.349

0.330

(Households, South-West, Retired)

SCC

0.349

0.358

(Households, Ostrobothnia, Middle-Age)

SCC

0.339

0.404

(Households, South-West, Mature)

SCC

0.339

0.422

(Households, Northern-Finland, Middle-Age)

SCC

0.339

0.394

(Households, Central-Finland, Mature)

SCC

0.339

0.404

(Households, Western-Tavastia, Mature)

SCC

0.330

0.440

(Households, Western-Tavastia, Middle-Age)

SCC

0.330

0.404

(Households, Eastern-Tavastia, Mature)

SCC

0.330

0.404

(Households, Western-Tavastia, Young)

SCC

0.330

0.275

(Households, Western-Tavastia, Retired)

SCC

0.321

0.330

(Households, Rest-Uusimaa, Mature)

SCC

0.312

0.385

(Households, Eastern-Finland, Mature)

SCC

0.312

0.358

(Households, Helsinki, Young)

SCC

0.303

0.358

(Households, Eastern-Tavastia, Middle-Age)

SCC

0.303

0.358

(Households, South-East, Mature)

SCC

0.303

0.330

(Non-Financial, Ostrobothnia, no-age)

SCC

0.303

0.119

(Households, Helsinki, Retired)

SCC

0.303

0.376

TABLE II. The most 20 central groups of the aggregated network for categorized.

the size transaction for each component. Stocks are ranked by the size of SCC. The INDEPENDENCE and their transaction are significantly larger than other components.
This indicates that most institutional investors trade independently. They are sophisticated
investors and probably have their internal research.
Figure 6 is the bow-tie decomposition of 100 stocks for categorized group and the size
transaction for each component. Stocks are ranked by the size of SCC. Most categorized
networks feature a clear bow-tie structure. The IN, SCC, OUT are significantly larger
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FIG. 3. Aggregate degree distribution for 100 securities
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FIG. 4. Bow-tie decomposition of 100 stocks for household group: component size versus transaction size.

than the others in terms of both component size and total transaction. Figure 4, 5 and 6
also indicate the correlation between the size of components and their total transaction.
Figure 7 is the distribution of the number of targeted attacks that make the SCC collapse.
On average, categorized has the higher value of targeted attacks than household and financial
insurance. This means that categorized networks have a denser and more resilient SCC.
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FIG. 5. Bow-tie decomposition of 100 stocks for financial insurance: component size versus transaction size
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FIG. 6. Bow-tie decomposition of 100 stocks for categorized: component size versus transaction
size.

Figure 8 is the distribution of the number of targeted attacks that make the ISLAND
collapse. On average, categorized has lower value of targeted attacks than household and
financial insurance. This means that household and financial insurance have more resilient
ISLAND. Figure 8 and 7 also indicate that the SCC is more resilient than the ISLAND
for all the three networks.

IV.

ROBUSTNESS CHECKS

To check the robustness of our results, we compare FDR networks to those obtained
with the significance level α = 0.001 and no correction for multiple hypothesis testing.
First we compare the statistics for categorized from the Table I and III. In both cases,
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FIG. 7. Distribution of the number of targeted attacks that make the SCC collapse. This applies
only for 78 categorized, 28 household and 12 financial insurance networks which feature clear bowtie structure (the total size of IN, OUT, SCC, TENDRLILS, TUBES are at least 30 percent of the
graph size).

the disconnected components for investor networks are significantly larger than those of
other networks. The total size of IN, OUT, SCC, TENDRLILS,TUBES are 84.95% and
83.52% respectively. This means that categorized features a clear and symmetrical bow-tie
structure. Household has the same feature. However, the statistics reported here applies
only for 28 bow-tie households. For 100 securities, Figures 5 and 11, 4 and 10 indicate that
household and financial insurance have a tiny bow-tie structure in both cases. Therefore the
results are quite similar and the conclusions remain the same.
For the aggregated network: table II and III have 19 out 20 most central groups in
common. Most of them composed of household investors. Therefore, the conclusion that
households are the most central investor category is consistent.
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FIG. 8. Distribution of a number of targeted attacks that make the ISLAND collapse. This
applies to 35 categorized, 35 household and 78 financial insurance networks which feature a tiny
bow-tie and have a larger ISLAND.

Based on figures 5 and 11, 4 and 10, 6 and 12, the component size and their total
transaction size are proportional in both cases. Again, the results are consistent and the
conclusions remain the same.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

The investor networks at aggregation level feature clear and symmetrical bow-tie structure. They have the robust strongly connected components which consist of a large number
of household investor categories. This result has shown that households are the most active
and central investor category. They represent well-informed investors under the theory of
information channels. Our results are also consistent with the existing literature [30–33]
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and our previous work [9]. We find that there are a significant number of investors on the
ISLAND who share information among themselves and have a significant large transaction
size. They are also well-informed in the networks and might share information for mutual
benefits. In addition, there are a large number of active investors and investor categories
who trade independently. They probably have their own research on investment strategies
and not use external recommendations.
At the lowest resolution: household and financial insurance networks have extremely large
disconnected components and tiny bow-tie components. Their transaction size is proportional to their component size.
In conclusion, we aim to take the first step toward providing an understanding of information flow through the investor networks by focusing on their bow-tie structure. However,
there are several open questions which have not been addressed so far. What are the composition of bow-tie components? Are there specific sectors of investors dominantly sharing the
same attributes and persistent over 100 securities? How are their trading strategy’ performance and their association with the market movement? We leave those research questions
for future work.
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scc
Web

in

out tendrils tubes disconected

27.70 21.20 21.20

21.50 0.40

8.00

Wikipedia(English) 82.41 6.63 6.73

0.57 0.02

3.65

12.30 13.00 54.90

17.50 0.40

1.90

5.83 3.03 65.83

23.59 0.64

1.09

Categorized

55.45 11.07 12.49

5.27 0.68

15.08

Household

65.66 11.04 6.97

4.77 0.38

11.18

Financial Insurance 22.21 13.65 12.62

12.04 0.83

38.65

Java forum
eBay

TABLE III. Comparison of the bow-tie Structures of Different Networks. Investor network includes categorized, household and financial insurance. The statistics applies for 78 categorized, 28
household and 12 financial insurance networks which feature clear bow-tie structure(the total size
of IN, OUT, SCC, TENDRLILS,TUBES are at least 30 percent of the graph size. The average
size(in percent) of each component are reported. Tendrils includes intendrils and outtendrils while
disconnected component includes island and independence and others. The investor networks are
obtained with the significance level α = 0.001 no correction for multiple hypothesis testing.
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FIG. 9. Aggregate degree distribution for 100 securities. The networks are obtained with the
significance level α = 0.001 no correction for multiple hypothesis testing.
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FIG. 10. Bow-tie decomposition of 100 stocks for the household group: component size versus
transaction size. Stocks are ranked by the size of SCC. The networks are obtained with the
significance level α = 0.001 no correction for multiple hypothesis testing.
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FIG. 11. The bow-tie decomposition of 100 stocks for financial insurance: component size versus
transaction size. Stocks are ranked by the size of strongly connected component. The networks
are obtained with the significance level α = 0.001 no correction for multiple hypothesis testing.
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FIG. 12. The bow-tie decomposition of 100 stocks for categorized: component size versus transaction size. Stocks are ranked by the size of SCC. The networks are obtained with the significance
level α = 0.001 no correction for multiple hypothesis testing.
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resilient structure of SCC
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FIG. 13. Distribution of the number of targeted attacks that make the SCC collapse. The networks
are obtained with the significance level α = 0.001 no correction for multiple hypothesis testing.
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FIG. 14. Distribution of the number of targeted attacks that make the ISLAND collapse. This
applies to networks which feature tiny bow-tie and have a larger ISLAND. The networks are
obtained with the significance level α = 0.001 no correction for multiple hypothesis testing.
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role in degree centrality out degree centrality
Investor category
(Households, Central-Finland, Middle-Age)

SCC

0.367

0.404

(Households, Ostrobothnia, Mature)

SCC

0.358

0.422

(Households, South-West, Retired)

SCC

0.358

0.367

(Households, Eastern-Finland, Mature)

SCC

0.349

0.385

(Households, Northern-Savonia, Mature)

SCC

0.349

0.330

(Households, Northern-Finland, Middle-Age) SCC

0.349

0.394

(Households, Western-Tavastia, Middle-Age) SCC

0.339

0.404

(Households, Ostrobothnia, Middle-Age)

SCC

0.339

0.413

(Households, Central-Finland, Mature)

SCC

0.339

0.413

(Households, Western-Tavastia, Mature)

SCC

0.339

0.450

(Households, South-West, Mature)

SCC

0.339

0.422

(Households, Western-Tavastia, Young)

SCC

0.330

0.294

(Households, Western-Tavastia, Retired)

SCC

0.330

0.330

(Households, Eastern-Tavastia, Mature)

SCC

0.330

0.404

(Households, Rest-Uusimaa, Mature)

SCC

0.321

0.385

(Households, South-East, Mature)

SCC

0.321

0.339

(Households, Helsinki, Young)

SCC

0.312

0.358

(Non-Financial, Ostrobothnia, no-age)

SCC

0.312

0.138

(Households, Central-Finland, Retired)

SCC

0.312

0.284

(Households, Helsinki, Retired)

SCC

0.303

0.376

TABLE IV. The aggregated network for categorized is obtained by performing security-wise aggregation using [9]. We report the 20 most central groups. The input networks are obtained with
the significance level α = 0.001 no correction for multiple hypothesis testing.
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